With respect to the Early Childhood Education initiative:

"We, the members of the Faculty Senate of Louisiana Tech University, support the initiative to expand the scope of the Early Childhood Education Center to include classrooms for the care and education of infants through four-year-olds, adequate indoor and outdoor play space, all day instruction, and adequate observation space. Such an expansion would provide additional professional preparation for our students majoring in areas related to Early Childhood Education and would provide a welcome and needed service to the students, faculty and staff at Louisiana Tech, as well as the entire Ruston Community."

With regard to Work-Life balance issues:

"We, the members of the Faculty Senate of Louisiana Tech University, support the initiative to propose changes to Tech policy that demonstrate that Louisiana Tech is committed to a work environment that encourages a balance between career and family obligations. This is a necessary step, in our opinion, to make Louisiana Tech more competitive in recruitment and retention of faculty and staff as many of the universities with which Louisiana Tech competes, have already implemented comparable work-life policies."

These Resolutions of Support were approved by unanimous vote on March 19, 2012.

Sandra Richardson, Recording Secretary